I. Introduction
The paper deals with the problem of optimal stopping of the random permutation x^ ,...of numbers 1,...,n when the admissible information is at i-th stage only the relative rank of the element observed last with respect to min(i-1,p-l) elements drawn from among the preceding ones.
The following rewards are considered:
(i) 1 if one stops at number 1 and nothing otherwise,
(ii) k if one stops at number k. For the case p = n the form of the stopping rule which maximizes the expected reward for the first payoff and minimizes for the second one are formulated in Gilbert and Hosteller (1966) and by Chow and others (1964) respectively. In both cases the asymptotic values of the expected rewards are computed. In case (i) the expectation of reward tends to 1/e and in the case (ii) it equals asymptotically This paper generalizes in some sense these results for the case p < n. In particular for p =«n <*e(0,1> in case (i) it is shown that as n -«-0« the expected reward tends to k=1 -959 - Ch.R.S. (1971)) which maximizes (or minimizes) the expectation Ez e for a proper stochastic sequence z^, i=1,...,n the backward induction method formulated e.g. in the theorem 3.2 of the work cited above is applied. For an exhaustive review of the problem of optimal stopping of a sequence we refer to a paper of Gilbert and Hosteller (1966) as well.
III. The best choice problem
This part deals with the maximizing of the expectation of reward if the payoff is 1 if one stops at number 1 and 0 otherwise. Thus we may introduce the following sequences of random variables and 6-fields z ± = P(x i =1|y i ), F i = (»(y^ for i = 1,...,n.
3y (3) for any stopping rule r with respect to F^ we
otherwise.
The random variable z^ is obviously P^-measurable therefore ®(z i )cff(y i ). By Proposition 1 the ® -fields 6 r (y i ) and 6" (y^^ ) are independent; hence z^ is independent of F i-r Define the decreasing sequence
Let s* = the first i > 1 such tha+ i A p/n ^ g^. It is obvious that the definition of s* is attended by the following conditions
hence by (5) < S*A p/n.
The next proposition follows directly from the backward induction in view of the independence property of z^.
Proposition

2.
The stopping rule &(nj = stop with the first i > 1 satisfying' the inequality z^ > g^ maximizes the probability of stopping at number 1 (the best choice). Moreover s(z ff^n j) = ê s *_-|« Corollary.
Assume that p is a finite constant. Then E ( z <j( n )) tends to 0 as n tends to «o.
Proof. For a properly altered sequence g^ we have
for k = 0,..., p-1. Let s* = first i such that g ± ^ The stopping"rule ®(n) = stop at the first number with a relative rank 1 after the s*-1 stage is optimal. The expected reward for this strategy equals 6 s *_i» For instance if we let a^ = min(ci,cp) i = 1,...,n and assume that y(n) = c(n)«n-y for a constant jr we can derive the following asymptotic value of expected reward S z «(n) = Pix.^ly^ -a.)
or -1 ex P -«-lim E z 0(n) = «M-ar)«P n --co for p = ocn, and y 6 <0,1 ).
Cleairly if cn » 1 the optimum strategy is to stop at the first number therefore for all n B z o(n) = 1/nc '
IV. The rank problem. This part is devoted to the problem of minimizing of the expected reward if the payeff equals k as one stops at number k. For this case we may similarly define the random variables and the 0 -fields satisfying the same independence condition as previously. Namely let z i = E(x ± |y i ), F i = 6(y ± ) for i = 1,...,n. These equations contain the implicit definition of an optimal stopping rule. Namely with regard to the same arguments as in the preceding part we state that the following proposition is valid. In order to emphasize the dependence on the parameters we denote for the fixed n and p the expectation c^ by c i (n,p). . i -nf -968 -
Proof.
The thesis is true for i = 1 by (8). Assume that it holds for some i,
Thus by induction the lemma is proved. The formula (1i0) and Lemma 8 imply immediately that The following definition will be useful in the sequel i^ = smallest integer i ^1 such that t^ > k.
It is evident that s. 1 = 0 and hence by (11J The last inequality holds since c <• c and by induc-P P tion ci < c^ for i = 0,...,p-1. Since by Lemma 8 we have lim q-1 < g(<x) the part (i) is proved.
(ii) Now let u = [tpj* We have > 1/a since p. Hence We may applty the formulas (14) since iu < p. Moreover observe that by Lemma 9 lim tp ^ h(a) and this ends the proof.
The above proposition gives ths lower and upper bounds of the asymptotic expectation of the true rank if the optimal stopping rule is employed. See e.g. that for n large enough 4,36 ^ c0(n, n/2) « 5,38.
The problem was treated also by replacing (8) for large n with an infinite sequence of differential equations, one for each value 1,2,... of [tjj. This method yields the following approximate value of oo [tp] = the greatest k such that 4-loge ^ir^
Remark.
The rank problem with a finite (not random) memory was examined recently by Rubin and Samuels (1977) . For the memory-length-one (i.e. p = 2) game the authors derived the least upper bound-of the asymptotic value of expected ^ rank.
For the memory length greater than 1 unfortunately the backward induction method doesn't lead to a fair solution. Thus the problem seems to be reasonable if we restrict ourselves to a certain subclass of the stopping rules only. 
